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Outline
●
●
●
●

The HPC landscape today and in the coming years
HPC usage in the experiments
HPC directed software development
Towards exascale in 2021 (the first such machine arrives then), and
ultimately HL-LHC

Caveat: Somewhat ATLAS-centric and US-centric, but I did get input (thanks!) from CMS,
LHCb and ALICE
That said, ATLAS’s longstanding emphasis on HPC utilization makes for a well informed
perspective, and HPC issues are arguably the most challenging in the US
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HPC global picture over the next few years

Andrej Filipcic, June 2018, WLCG MB
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EuroHPC timeline

Andrej Filipcic, June 2018, WLCG MB
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ETP4HPC - EU HPC strategic research agenda
“A roadmap for the achievement of exascale capabilities by the
European High-Performance Computing (HPC) ecosystem”

Andrej Filipcic, June 2018, WLCG MB
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HPC evolution in the US

First exascale in 2021: a
major milestone in the US

Taylor Childers, ANL
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HPCs in HEP: US DOE view

Similar views from HEPAP panel
(supplementary slide)

We must use them heavily

We must use them properly
(use the accelerators)

Jim Siegrist, HEPAP meeting, May 2018
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Similar themes in Europe and US
●
●
●
●
●

●

●
●

The HPC planners acknowledge us and the importance of our compute intensive science
They are building (soon!) exascale facilities that they expect us to use
It is not clear that they are taking the data intensive requirements of our computing into
consideration in system design
The growth of HPC facilities will complement and may temper the growth of
LHC-dedicated computing facilities
We must learn to use these machines: develop payloads and workflows that exploit them
effectively at manageable development and ops levels
○ There is recognition we need help, e.g. Exascale Computing Project in US is a 10 year
billion dollar program by DOE to build an exascale ecosystem (supplementary slide)
■ But at least at present, experimental HEP is not included
We must live with their requirements and limitations, but see next point
○ They rely on accelerators, so we must use the accelerators
○ Data intensive computing with them may be a challenge
We need to win our place at the table for future design of the HPC landscape
Some promising signs of more attention to Big Data (HTC) on HPCs, e.g. from EuroHPC
○ And on HTC we are the experts. Can we market our expertise?
T. Wenaus September 2018
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HPC usage in CMS: US
●

●
●

Using US HPC resources [NERSC (Cori), TACC (Stampede),
PSC (Bridges)] through Fermilab HEPCloud and Open
Science Grid to execute full workflows (generation,
simulation w/ pileup, digitization, reconstruction)
○ requires additional attention compared to grid sites
○ Targeting both low-scale (steady-state) and large bursts
HEPCloud demonstrated running on HPCs at scale, > 2M
hardware threads
Adding in provisioning support for Leadership Class Facilities
(ALCF, OLCF) - nodes have no internet access

CMS is preparing a document with minimal requirements and
strategies to approach HPC centers; they will be happy to share it
with WLCG
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HPC usage in CMS: Europe
●

●

●

“Friendly” defined:
External connectivity
CVMFS for software installation
Virtualization present
x86 architecture, adequate memory
Workable security

CH: Strong collaboration with CSCS
■ Support for HEP workflows out-of-the-box
■ Grid integration via ARC-CE
■ “Friendly”: CVMFS, outbound networking
■ Pursuing use as a “detached Tier-0”, performance similar to CERN, test at
10k core scale imminent
IT: PRACE/CINECA collaboration
■ CVMFS yes, Singularity yes, Outbound connectivity yes(-ish)
■ Testing phase of CMS (and not only) sw on the KNL partition (20 Pflops)
■ Going to apply for a PRACE grant together with the other LHC Experiments in
Italy; resources to be seen via T1-CNAF
ES: Use of HPC facilities for HPC workflows at scale is under discussion
○ Successful end-to-end integration of Mare Nostrum (BSC) in ATLAS WMS, relies
on ATLAS mechanism to cope with no outbound connectivity (Harvester)
■ ATLAS also got 200k hours on Mare Nostrum
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HPC usage in LHCb
●
●
●

●

●

Used for MC production, almost seamlessly
when friendly (same definition)
Friendly HPCs in use: CSCS, OSC Ohio (1.5%
of jobs)
Some work (and it takes work) on less friendly
facilities but no scaling up yet (expected soon at
e.g. Santos Dumont HPC center in Rio)
Ongoing effort to use Knights Landing, testing at
CERN and Bologna
○ Simulation 7-10x slower than typical grid;
consistent with ATLAS findings
Multi-threaded Gaudi coming for Run-3, will
reduce many-core memory consumption
T. Wenaus September 2018
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HPC usage in ALICE
● Long time collaborators with ATLAS/PanDA
on using Titan at Oak Ridge for HEP & NP
● AliEn - PanDA integration leverages PanDA
services at Titan
○ ALICE jobs submitted via PanDA

ALICE services for Titan

T. Wenaus September 2018
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HPC usage in ATLAS
600k

ATLAS compute resources,
last 2 years, concurrent cores

Light blue: “special” HPCs, where
special means big, difficult to use, US
DOE
Dark blue: the grid
Yellow: cloud resources including
(dominantly) HLT
Green: “regular” HPCs, meaning
easier to use, European or US NSF

A long history but
a new era in the
last year: very
large facilities, so
far in the US

HPC only.
Next slide breaks down
what these facilities are...

CPU HS06 shares, last year
1.2M
Zoom showing full size
of scaling peak: 1.2M
concurrent cores.
Our workload
management system
is highly scalable!
T. Wenaus September 2018

Grid: 78%
Cloud, HLT: 11%
HPC special: 7%
HPC regular: 4%
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HPCs in ATLAS
Breakdown of the HPC facilities in the
previous plots
● US DOE HPCs (all in the “special” category)
○ Titan at Oak Ridge
○ Cori at NERSC (successor to Edison)
○ Theta at ANL (successor to Mira)
● Nordugrid
○ Several of their facilities are HPCs,
including HPC2N #4
● European HPCs
○ LRZ (SuperMUC), MPPMU, CSCS, ...
● US NSF HPCs
○ Sites with ‘CONNECT’ in their name

All in routine production, mostly
Geant4 MC simulation
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HPC directed software development
●
●
●

●
●

HPC characteristics drive HPC directed software development
○ Often not exclusively, but with a strong HPC motivation
Wide variability in the “friendliness” of HPC sites; the more friendly, the less ad hoc work
The importance of utilizing HPCs, today but even more so in the future, motivates
investment (unfriendly often correlates with big)
○ With some of the effort contributed externally (“use our HPCs” is not always an
unfunded mandate, even if often an under-funded mandate)
Without such development, HPC utilization would be too inefficient, too wasteful of the
machine’s capabilities, too operationally burdensome
Examples
○
○
○
○
○
○

Multithreaded frameworks: a prime motivator and benefit of MT frameworks is enabling use of
highly concurrent, accelerator-equipped architectures like HPCs
I/O: high concurrency, data intensive workflows, limited memory make for HPC specific challenges
Nordugrid: the longest lived grid infrastructure, all European HPCs (at least used by ATLAS) are
integrated via the ARC software
Event service (ATLAS): high HPC utilization via fine grained workflows
Harvester (ATLAS): uniformity in interfacing to HPCs and grid resources
Accelerator (e.g. GPU) utilization: the outstanding problem to solve
T. Wenaus September 2018
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Nordugrid’s ARC software
● Has long been the backbone of HPC
integration in Europe
● Considered using ARC for US DOE HPCs but
not seriously enough to make it happen
● Integrates workload and data management
● Isolates internal details from external users
● Integration requires little manpower for each
system
○ But some policy dependence,
friendly = easier
● Integrated with Event Service
● Integrating with Harvester to support
advanced, dynamic workflows
T. Wenaus September 2018
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ATLAS Event Service (AES)
Without event service, each core
processes N events. Once a core
has finished its allocation, it idles
(white)

NERSC utilization per core, no AES

AES produces 18% of ATLAS
MC events today, and growing

With event service, each core is allocated
events to process until the scheduler slot
ends.
If the job is suddenly killed by preemption,
all processed events are preserved except
the last few minutes (all are lost in a
conventional job)
NERSC utilization per core with AES

Blue: productive event processing
Red: the last interrupted event

Taylor Childers

AES elastically fills all cores for the full job lifetime
T. Wenaus September 2018
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Harvester
●
●

●

●
●

●

A new interface, common across resource types, between
resource and workload manager (PanDA or other)
Particularly useful for the “special” HPCs, each is special in its
own way: no uniformity in interfaces, scheduling policies, internal
data handling, remote access, external data flows, security, ...
Use Harvester to provide uniformity by encapsulating the
heterogeneity in an edge service
○ A plugin for each unique machine
Plugins allow to independently optimise each system according to
its policies, capabilities, limitations
Plugins implement data management and data ingress/ingress for
the machine also, which is highly sensitive to the data
characteristics of the site
○ cf. the fact they aren’t built to be data intensive -- treat them
with special handling via Harvester
Expensive in effort, but that’s the nature of these systems

T. Wenaus September 2018
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Accelerator utilization
●
●

●

●

A big topic today and will be bigger in the future
An example of why: the DOE tells us (LHC computing) we must utilize the
accelerators if we’re to be allowed onto exascale machines
○ Not unreasonably; most of their power is in the accelerators
We’re not in a position today to use accelerators at large scale in offline
○ ATLAS has no offline production applications today that utilize GPUs
○ ALICE will have GPU based online track reco for Run-3
○ CMS is partially rewriting tracking and calo sw to use GPUs, and studying
larger scale adoption in the computing model studies underway (ECoM2X)
The DOE position prompted new activity, again an ATLAS example…
○ In July 2018 the new “HL-LHC Computing” activity area in US ATLAS
organized a workshop that brought together HPC experts from BNL’s
Computational Science Initiative (CSI) and a team of senior ATLAS software
developer / physicists
■ Look for GPU and ML applications for exascale and identify projects
T. Wenaus September 2018
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How to use GPUs? … a recent HSF slide

T. Wenaus September 2018
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Leveraging Exascale for ATLAS
●
●

●

●

Training deep learning neural networks as an exascale/accelerator use case is
where the BNL workshop landed...
The workshop concluded that a promising route for ATLAS to exploit exascale in 2021
-- including, crucially, the use of accelerators -- is via ML applications, in particular
○ Fast simulation, and particularly fast chain (fast all the way to analysis outputs)
○ Tracking, in which there are a number of ML efforts
And, scaling ML applications to utilize large scale resources in order to minimize
turnaround time in network development and tuning
○ Distributed training is of interest to achieve fast turnaround
■ Presents the possibility of bringing ATLAS workload management tools to
bear (PanDA)
● Large scale orchestration of parallel processing, with management of
associated data flows and metadata
Accordingly, the workshop convened fast simulation, distributed training and tracking
working groups that have started to develop specific goals and work programs
T. Wenaus September 2018
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A possible work program towards exascale
●
●

●

●

●

Simulating events in ATLAS is the largest CPU consumer: about 50%
ATLAS Run-3 objective is to use fast simulation for most simulation needs
○ Uses parameterised models of detector response (in particular
calorimetry) to achieve a 10x speedup
○ ML, particularly GANs, well suited to developing high quality detector
response models, with projects now in development, e.g. CaloGAN
GPU/ML based tracking: innovation to address HL-LHC pileup combinatorics
○ Nearer term (Run-3), possible element of building a complete fast chain
simulation + reco/digi that would (crucially) minimize storage needs
Developing, tuning and (re)training of networks for these applications will be a
compute intensive process that could be well-suited to exascale
○ Leverages the scale of the machine to minimize turnaround time
○ Spiking for fast turnaround rather than steady state for large
throughput
○ Will the demands of training be enough to benefit from exascale?
Can we benefit from exascale for fast simulation proper as well as training?
○ Will ML inference in a fast chain workflow use enough GPU to benefit
from exascale? Would enable steady state, large throughput usage
T. Wenaus September 2018
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Early results
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Every experiment is exploring ML in calo and tracking

Amir Farbin, July 2018

Just concluded
https://www.kaggle.com/c/trackml-particle-identification

http://acts.web.cern.ch/ACTS/

https://indico.cern.ch/event/742793/

Cross experiment, DOE supported
https://heptrkx.github.io/

Common ground for collaboration:
● IML machine learning forum across the LHC experiments
● Community wide HSF software forum
T. Wenaus September 2018
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Finally
●

●
●

●

●

●

HPCs are here in HEP computing, here to stay and grow
○ They require dedicated investment of effort
○ We require stable allocations, not just backfill, to make the investments pay;
resource acquisition model is important
They bring accelerators like GPUs with them, which we can’t leave idle
Particularly crucial for ATLAS and CMS: on an HL-LHC timescale, major funding
agencies are mandating a very high profile for HPCs
○ Beginning with a mandate to use the first exascale machine in the US in 2021
We’ve done the preparatory work for using accelerators in simu/reco, building
multithreaded frameworks, but we seem far from applications that are exascale
ready
Are machine learning applications -- or at least their training component -- the
most achievable path to apps for the first exascale machine in 2021?
○ Can we sketch out now more ambitious objectives for Run-4?
Many questions to answer: we must boost our development efforts and enlist
CS experts to help answer them
T. Wenaus September 2018
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Thank you
● Thank you to all who contributed materials, discussions and -- most of
all -- work to get productivity out of HPCs
● Especially…
○ Doug Benjamin, Tommaso Boccali, Brian Bockelman, Concezio
Bozzi, Paolo Calafiura, Simone Campana, Taylor Childers,
Davide Costanzo, Kaushik De, Alessandro Di Girolamo, Johannes
Elmsheuser, Andrej Filipcic, Rob Gardner, Heather Gray, Wen
Guan, Alexei Klimentov, Markus Klute, Eric Lancon, Tadashi
Maeno, Abid Malik, Nicolo Magini, Danila Oleynik, Sergey
Panitkin, Srini Rajagopalan, Stefan Roiser, Rod Walker, Jack
Wells, Wei Yang
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Some related activities & materials
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

GPU hackathon series latest one this week at BNL (DOE sponsored)
ANL Aurora A21 early science program, ANL HEP selected for participation
ATLAS / CSI workshop on development towards exascale, BNL, July 2018
○ Simulation software: fast and full, Heather Gray
○ Proposals, Amir Farbin
○ Scaling DNNs using HPCs, Abid Malik
Data intensive science at LCFs, Jack Wells (ORNL), June 2018
BigPanDA for Titan and Summit early science program, A. Klimentov, July 2018
Connecting the Dots workshop series on advanced tracking
Kaggle TrackML ML tracking challenge (just concluded)
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Supplemental

T. Wenaus September 2018
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HEP computing: US HEPAP panel view

Hugh Montgomery, HEPAP meeting, May 2018
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US ATLAS HPC resource allocations

...and got 80M hours each at ALCF and OLCF from ALCC in 2018

Doug Benjamin, March 2018
T. Wenaus September 2018
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US DOE’s ECP program

Not us. L-QCD.

ECP: Exascale Computing Project
“Accelerating delivery of a capable
exascale computing ecosystem”
10-year project led by six DOE and
NNSA laboratories and executed in
collaboration with academia and
industry
T. Wenaus September 2018
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